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Description

I'm very happy that Movian starts streams faster, by reducing of the file probing on working streams.
Unfortunately this does not work yet for streams that are offline.

Streams that are offline give a very strange error message though:
"Unable to open resource, Unable to open file: Unable to probe file: Not owner"

Instead of immediately showing that the stream does not work like in VLC.

-So reduce the time of probing when a stream is offline
-Present a more clear error message in stead of "not owner"

History
#1 - 04/05/2016 09:42 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

Do you have an example URL that is offline?

#2 - 04/05/2016 02:28 PM - Rob Koni

Please check the m3u and try some of them yourself w00fer.nl/m3u/spelen.m3u
If one of them is offline you will get the error.

#3 - 04/05/2016 11:51 PM - Rob Koni
- File showtime-0 (1).log added

I have found the "not owner" error also in 4.10

See log. Strange thing is the file plays but gives a "Unable to open Cell codec. Error 0x80610180". That is gone in 5.x versions but I attached the log
anyway so you might have a look.

#4 - 01/18/2017 12:16 AM - Rob Koni

In 5.0.460 is shows authentication without realm

http://i.imgur.com/xi6UAF3.png
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#5 - 02/01/2018 07:18 PM - Leonid Protasov

Is this still reproducible in 5.0.500? If yes, please provide a link to test.

Files
showtime-0 (1).log 8.4 KB 04/05/2016 Rob Koni
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